Tuesday, November 6, 2018

Welcome and Introductions - Todd Shields

State, Province & Local Introductions and Updates

North Dakota - Steph Weigel
Hennepin County, MN - Trudy Elsner
Michigan - Andy Bennett
Indiana - Rachel Wilson
Illinois - John Senger
Saskatchewan, CANADA - Nichole Andre
Wisconsin -

Iowa - Francis Today
Kansas - Kristie Rizek
Minnesota - Jerry Geib
Manitoba, CANADA - Ryan Thompson
Missouri - Phil Ruffus
South Dakota - Rick Rowen

Wednesday, November 7, 2018

FP² Legislative Update – Jim Moulthrop FP²
Industry/Agency Roadblocks – Panel Discussion

Task Force Introductions and Breakouts

Data
Certification - John Senger
Research - Jack Witte

Development of Asset Management Program – Katie Zimmerman, Applied Pavement Technology
Asset Management Implementation – Phil Ruffus, Missouri DOT
Asset Management Implementation – Mike Shea, Missouri DOT
Pavement Preservation Expert Task Group - Judith Corley-Lay, NCPP
Communicating to the Public - Judith Corley-Lay, NCPP
Cost of Poor Specifications – Erv Dukatz, Mathy Construction

NCHRP 859 Cosequences of Delayed Maintenance - Carlos Chang, UTEP
NCHRP 858 Quantifying the Effects of Pavement Preservation Treatments – Gonzalo Rada, AMEC

Thursday, November 8, 2018

Cold in Place and Cold Central Plan Recycling – Steve Cross, ARRA
Performance Testing for CIR – David Jones, UC Davis
Recycled Materials Resource Center – Angela Pakes, Recycled Materials Resource Center
HMA Thinlays – Dan Staebell, APA